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Executive Summary

⚫ In recent weeks, the share prices of Immofinanz AG (“Immofinanz”) and S Immo AG (“S Immo”) have been under pressure, 

mainly due to the impact of Covid-19 and fears of a recession across Europe

⚫ While governments in key geographies are announcing multi-billion aid packages and both companies appear relatively well 

prepared to deal with the repercussions of the outbreak, it is still too early to fully evaluate the long-term implications of Covid-19 

on the European Real Estate market

⚫ On the back of the recent share price declines, Petrus Advisers believe that a combination of Immofinanz and S Immo would 

be highly attractive at this stage, and would create significant value for shareholders of both companies:

⚫ The combined entity would become a leading real estate platform in Central and Eastern Europe with a ~€7.4bn(1)

complementary and balanced property portfolio, benefitting from leading positions across Retail, Office and Residential

⚫ A combination would unlock significant synergies, preliminarily estimated at ~€19m-€28m on a run-rate and pre-tax 

basis(2), including ~€14m-€20m operating cost savings(2) and ~€5m-€8m of financing synergies(2)

⚫ The estimated NPV of the total value creation potential would be comprised of between ~€285m and ~€510m(3) on a post-

tax basis, resulting in a compelling ~13%-23% upside to the pro-forma combined net market value(4)

⚫ Lastly, recent changes at Immofinanz’s Executive Board level have contributed to reduce some of the corporate governance 

and leadership complexities traditionally associated with a merger

⚫ As a long-time shareholder of both Immofinanz and S Immo, Petrus Advisers see a combination of the two companies 

as in the best interest of all shareholders. We see valuation upside on both companies of some 18% from the 

transaction. We demand that a combination be prepared pro-actively and in a timely manner

Sources: Company filings, Bloomberg, Factset, Petrus Advisers estimates.

Notes: (1) Pro-forma combined property portfolio as of Sep-2019.  (2) Illustrative synergy potential estimates are shown on a run-rate, pre tax and costs to achieve basis.  (3) NPV shown on a post-tax and pre-costs to achieve basis, and assumes: (i) ~17% pro-forma 

blended tax rate; and (ii) ~18x-22x FFO multiple range, in line with average historical levels.  (4) Based on the pro-forma combined net market capitalization as of 26/03/2020, adjusted to exclude the companies’ cross-holdings at current market value.
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Immofinanz / S Immo: A European Leader in Commercial Real Estate

Create a leading real estate platform across Central and Eastern Europe, with a 

pro-forma combined property portfolio of ~€7.4bn(1)1

Increase liquidity and free-float, both in absolute and relative terms, allowing for 

a potential multiple re-rating
6

Merge two highly complementary portfolios, combining Immofinanz’s attractive 

yields with S Immo’s highly successful development pipeline
2

Increase diversification, creating a balanced portfolio with leading positions in 

Germany, Austria and CEE across Office, Retail and Residential
3

Enhance scale and credit profile, allowing the combined entity to retain an 

investment grade rating
5

Unlock significant operational and financing cost synergies, preliminarily 

estimated in the ~€19m-€28m range on a run-rate and pre tax basis(2)4

Sources: Company filings, Petrus Advisers estimates.  Notes: (1) Pro-forma combined property portfolio as of Sep-2019.  (2) Illustrative synergy potential estimates are shown on a run-rate, pre tax and costs to achieve basis.
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Compelling Value Creation Potential

Operating Cost Synergies Financing Cost Synergies

⚫ Combination of asset 

management platforms and 

country hubs

⚫ Corporate overheads

savings

⚫ Streamlining of both 

supervisory and 

management boards

⚫ Reduced listing costs

⚫ Increased scale and portfolio 

diversification, allowing 

combined entity to retain 

investment grade rating

⚫ Lower funding costs and 

enhanced access to capital 

markets

⚫ Optimization of secured and 

unsecured financing mix

across the maturity spectrum

⚫ Total synergy potential 

estimated in the ~€19m-€28m 

area, resulting in a ~€24m 

p.a. mid-point, on a run-rate, 

pre-tax and costs-to-achieve 

basis(1)

⚫ Post-tax NPV of the 

combined synergies 

estimated in the ~€285m-

€510m region(2), equal to 

~13%-23% of the pro-forma 

combined net market value(3)

Illustrative Run-Rate Estimate(1):

~€14m – €20m p.a. Pre-tax

Illustrative Run-Rate Estimate(1):

~€5m – €8m p.a. Pre-tax

⚫ A combination would help to unlock significant operating and financing cost synergies, preliminarily estimated in the ~€19m-

€28m area, with a mid-point of ~€24m, on a pre-tax and run-rate basis

Sources: Company filings, Bloomberg, Factset, Petrus Advisers estimates.

Notes:  (1) Illustrative synergy potential estimates are shown on a run-rate, pre tax and costs to achieve basis.  (2) NPV shown on a post-tax and pre-costs to achieve basis, and assumes: (i) ~17% pro-forma blended tax rate; and (ii) ~18x-22x FFO multiple range, in line 

with average historical levels.  (3) Based on the pro-forma combined net market capitalization as of 26/03/2020, adjusted to exclude the companies’ cross-holdings at current market value.

Total Value Creation Potential



~€100m

~€40m ~€140m

~(€14m)

~€120m

Immofinanz
Operating Cost Base

S Immo
Operating Cost Base

Pro-Forma Combined
Operating Cost Base

Illustrative Operating
Cost Savings

Pro-Forma
Combined Opex
Post Synergies
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Synergy Potential – Operating Cost Savings

⚫ A ~10%-14% reduction of the combined operating cost base would result in significant synergies, estimated in the ~€14m-€20m 

area on a run-rate and pre-tax basis

⚫ Key savings areas include efficiencies in the asset management platforms, corporate overheads and listing costs, as well as 

supervisory and management board costs

Illustrative Operating Costs Synergy Potential (€m)

~(€20m)
~€126m /

~36%

As % of 

Adj. Rental 

Income
~33% ~35%

~30% -

~32%

⚫ Estimated savings range based 

on ~10%-14% of the combined 

operating cost base

⚫ Key savings areas: streamlining 

of asset management platforms 

and country hubs, listing costs, 1x 

supervisory and management 

board, auditing & consulting fees

~10% of 

Comb. Opex
~14% of 

Comb. Opex

Sources: Company filings, Petrus Advisers estimates.



~2.0%

~2.3%

~1.8%

~2.1%

~1.9%

~44%
~47%

~34%

~45% ~45%

Immofinanz S Immo CA Immo Pro-Forma
Combined Entity

Pro-Forma Combined Entity
With IG Rating

Cost of Debt LTV Ratio
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Synergy Potential – Cost of Debt Savings

⚫ A combination would lead to enhanced scale and diversification, allowing the combined entity to retain an investment grade 

rating

⚫ An illustrative run-rate cost of debt below ~200bps would result in run-rate savings up to ~€5m-€8m, pre-tax and refinancing 

fees

Estimated Run-Rate Cost of Debt – Benchmarking Analysis & Illustrative Synergy Potential

BBB-
Not 

Rated
Baa2

Invest.

Grade

Invest.

Grade

Illustrative 

Pro- Forma
Credit 

Rating

~2.0%

4.0 5.7 4.8 4.6

Avg. 

Maturity

(yrs)

⚫ Assuming an IG rating for the combined entity, 

an illustrative ~10-20bps reduction in the cost 

of debt to ~1.9%-2.0% would lead to ~€5m-€8m 

savings, pre-tax and refinancing fees

~10-20bps 

Compression

Sources: Company filings, Bloomberg, Factset, Petrus Advisers estimates.

Note: Analysis based on run-rate cost of debt estimated for each company and the combined entity, and adjusted to exclude bonds issued pre 2015.



This document is issued by Petrus Advisers Ltd. (“Petrus”) which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”).  It is only directed 

at those who are Professional Clients or Eligible Counterparties only (as defined by the FCA).   Securities will only be offered for purchase or sale pursuant to 

the term sheet which must be read in their entirety. 

The information included within this presentation and any supplemental documentation provided is confidential and should not be copied, reproduced or redistributed 

without the prior written consent of Petrus. The information and opinions contained in this document are for background purposes only and do not purport to be full or 

complete and do not constitute investment advice.  No reliance may be placed for any purpose on the information and opinions contained in this document or their 

accuracy or completeness. No representation, warranty or undertaking, expressed or implied, is given as to the accuracy or completeness of the information or opinions 

contained in this document.

Investment information   Any investment with Petrus should form part of a diversified portfolio and be considered a long term investment. Past performance should not 

be used as a guide to future performance, which is not guaranteed. The value of an investment and any income from it fluctuate and therefore an investor may not get 

back the amount invested. Prospective investors should be aware that returns over the short term may not match potential long term returns and should always seek 

independent financial advice before making any investment decision. 

Risks involved   Currency movements may affect both the income received and the capital value of investments in overseas markets. Where a fund or strategy invests in 

fast growing economies or limited or specialist sectors it may be subject to greater risk and above average market volatility than an investment in a broader range of 

securities covering different economic sectors.

Detailed information can be obtained from Petrus Advisers Ltd., 100 Pall Mall, London, SW1Y 5NQ; or by telephoning 0207 933 88 08 between 9am and 5pm Monday to 

Friday; or by visiting www.petrusadvisers.com. Telephone calls with Petrus may be recorded. 

This presentation therefore does not constitute an offer, invitation or inducement to distribute or purchase shares or to enter into an investment agreement by Petrus in 

any jurisdiction in which such offer, invitation or inducement is not lawful or in which Petrus is not qualified to do so or to anyone to whom it is unlawful to make such offer, 

invitation or inducement. 

Investors should take their own legal advice prior to making any investment. In particular, investors should make themselves aware of the risks associated with any 

investment before entering into any investment activity. The information contained in the presentation shall not be considered as legal, tax or other advice. All information 

is subject to change at any time without prior notice or other publication of changes.
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Disclaimer 


